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Vol. XXI

OCTOBER, 1944

No. 10

DICTAPHUN
Announcement of First Award (New Series)
A distinguishing feature of this column in other years was its prize
contests. We recall one of the most successful was confined to members
of the Supreme Court. Under the rules, the justice who, in a given
period, used the largest number of split infinitives received an award.
The winner proved to be an amiable Democrat who, in addition, galloped over the finish line with a dangling participle in his teeth.
We return to our custom by reviving an unsolved mystery of many
years standing. It came to our mind while we were reading the weekly
column of our esteemed, respected, revered and admired contemporary,
Richard Peete, in The Rocky Mountain Herald, the journal which so
deftly confuses politics and poetry. Dick's column, you know, is labeled
"Anecdotes of the Jealous Mistress," and bears a sub-line, perhaps a
slogan, "The law is a jealous mistress."
Some twenty years ago Henry Wolcott Toll was president of the
bar association, whether state, local or national we do not remember.
We know it was not the Lawyers Guild. A literatus of his standing
naturally thought it desirable to publish a magazine, and not simply,
as you were thinking, because his name would be on the masthead. So
he started one, and most unhappily he named it The Jealous Mistress.
For this led inquiring minds to delve into the history of the phrase "the
law is a jealous mistress." All the Wolcotts combined couldn't furnish
the answer and the Tolls failed en masse. Shafroth and Grant were no
help. Such authorities as Dean Pound and his equally erudite sister,
Dean Pound, ,went out swinging. Nobody knew and nobody, we believe, has found out since.
We offer, therefore, as our first contest (new series) the intriguing
problem: Who first said "the law is a jealous mistress"?
The prize: An indulgence of one year for the sin of failing to read
and contribute to this column.

Would Radar Help?
A Denver real estate firm publishes at odd intervals a journal describing their offerings. The name of the firm will be mentioned if and
when we get their abstract business. Anyway, in the current issue, they
solicit bids on the purchase of a hotel located in a community "* * *
forty miles N. E. of Colorado Springs and sixty miles S. W. of Denver."
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You may comment, if you wish, that that is about as close as this
column comes to humor. Our answer is that that is about as close as you
come to understanding our humor.

Help Us Out On This One
The Colorado Graphic, which states it has given "Sixty-two Years
of Satisfactory Service," which is sixty-two years more than we have,
will satisfy us if it will only tell us what is meant by this comment in
the issue of August 19 last:
"Dicta for August was late coming to our desk and we were
wondering why until we found that, like many forgotten things
do at election season, DICTAPHUN had been demanding attention;
and everything had to wait while those men settled the argument.
At any rate, there it is and you'd do well to keep it for you might
want to protest the election on the strength of some of the remarks
in it."

I Cannot Attend His Funeral But I Am In Favor Of It
A Denver lawyer who used to be Public Administrator apparently
has more time for reading than formerly. He favors us with an item
clipped from a paper nobody would read unless he had nothing else to
do. The item has to do with a divine who married the relict of a departed colleague and, paraphrased ever so slightly, reads as follows:
"Ever a friend of the deceased, he was well prepared to step
into the shoes so ably filled by his predecessor, the fragrance of
whose journey into eternity still lingers sadly, sweetly, among
those who knew him well."

Thanks To The Yanks
Our appeal for contributions has not overtaxed the facilities of our
postman. Nevertheless, the response has been gratifying and we trust
will continue so. Remember our rule: If it is not too good your name
will be mentioned. Carle Whitehead who, we fear, will never live long
enough to frank his letters, spent 3c for a stamp and some fraction of
his office's overhead sending us this gem of judicial writing by a judge
who holds office during good behavior:
"Though we have seen much of the liberality of Nevada practice, we assume that even in that forward looking jurisdiction parties to a cause of divorce may not litigate by day and copulate by
night, inter sese et pendente lite."
For the full text consult Holt v. Holt, 77 F. (2d) 538. And if you
are puzzled by the heading on this paragraph, to-wit, "Thanks to the
Yanks," it is a tribute to our contributors. They yank an item out of
some publication, send it to us, and we print it.
Finally, are you aware that the word pun is a contraction of
pundigrion?

